

NMHA Executive Meeting Minutes
July 30, 2017 at 6:30 p.m. 
CCC – Tournament room, Cobourg


Present:	
Phil Beatty, President
Wayne Mahaffy, VP of Rep Hockey
Dan Peters, Risk Management Officer 
Ryan Mullins, Director of Hockey Development
Matt McKeen, Director of Administration 
Jennifer Barlow, OMHA Centre Contact
Michelle Adamson, Registrar
Michelle Brown, Communications 
Shelley Henderson, Ice Scheduler
Will Lewis, Equipment Manager
Jane Mullins, Office Administration (completed minutes for this meeting)

Regrets:
Christian Eriksson, Past President
Jack Filce, VP of House League
David Fisher, Treasurer
April Kimmett, Secretary
Rachel Dyson, Special Events Coordinator


Agenda Topics:

Call to Order

Meeting was called to order.


Approval of Executive Meeting Minutes

Approval of Minutes: will discuss and approve next meeting no one had copy


Approval of Agenda

Approval of Agenda: will discuss and approve next meeting no one had copy


House League report 

Jack was absent.

OMHA/AA/AE report 

Wayne wondered about the warm up suits there are some in the lock up that he and Will are going to go over after the meeting to see what is there. PIAS is not supplying any this season all orders done through Sommervilles. Ryan said there is no need for logo on the back just cresting on the front. We supply 4 only per team.

1st Lakeshore date maybe changed. They still have not approved our A teams but Wayne doesn’t see a problem.

Colby Reid has been added to the MM AA roster and Xavier Bracken to the MB AE team, Xavier is required to pay the $120.00 try out fee before he goes on the ice with the team. Wayne or Jenn to talk to the parents and let them know.

Jenn is still waiting for coach gender training from most of the teams this must be completed before their rosters are approved


Financial report

David was absent. Phil reported the signatures at the bank has been completed. Phil also let us know that Rutherford called Jane to let her know they are too busy to take us on right now and we are at present looking into another company. 


Risk Management

Dan is looking at dates to do police checks again, this is mainly for the house league, looking at Sept possibly the evaluation day. Dan wondered if we needed to pass a rule if there is already one in place with the OHF. Ryan feels we need to make it clear of the consequences.

Motion “Coach/trainer/manager will not be rostered without criminal check on file.  Without being rostered, this will mean the person can't participate in any way with the team. This may result in teams not being able to play or practice. This may have particular impact for house league as we have historically had a low compliance rate with house league volunteers” made by Dan, seconded by Ryan, unanimously passed.

Note: this is not a NMHA rule. It is directly from the OHF and the OMHA.  This rule has always existed, but as an Association we have never aggressively forced compliance.


Registration 

Michelle wondering about the 4 year olds, Ryan informed us that this is coming from the U.S. there are 2 levels needed to meet the requirements and then they move up. It was suggested we offer a learn to play program for this age at the same cost but insurance could be a problem. Jennifer will send an email to OMHA and inquire about this 


Administration

Matt said the AE JW was coming along nicely, some teams are short some teams but hoping to fill them. Jane mentioned these teams need to be paid in fully by Aug. 1st. Matt to send an email reminder.


Development 

Ryan reported there will be no D1 clinic this year in Cobourg nothing is available until mid Aug and that’s too late. Ryan suggested they go somewhere else to do their clinics.
All equipment for the new IP program has been ordered. Shelley has all the dates for the clinics with Dan and Spike set up and approved.


Equipment

Will wondered how many Tim Hortons jerseys to order, it was suggested 10 sets.


Ice Scheduling

Shelley is going to send info for clinics to Michelle to be added to the web, she also wondered who should know about exhibition games, this would be Steve Gallagher (goes automatically once entered) and Jane so the refs are not paid. Teams pay their own for exhibition games. 


Communications

Michelle asked about the sponsors on the web page and leaving them on. They will need to be changed as we get commitments in case some change.

Also mention the player of a team. She has a letter ready to go but wondered about criteria ie maybe a reason why this player is chosen. She also wondered if they would all be sent by email and then presented at the next exec meeting. Suggested maybe a small committee be formed to agree and then they and sponsor will be acknowledged on the web.

Michelle will remove the registration from web after Mon registration and put the cross ice info on.


Special Events

Rachel was absent, but Michelle mentioned an email from Oshawa and Peterborough regarding special days for teams. Phil will send an email to Wayne and Jack and then they can send out emails to the teams.

New Business
Wayne mentioned that MD7 would like to put a different sponsor on their practice jerseys, the answer is No.

Wayne also mentioned Fraser and Kevin from MB AE and MM AA would like to have something put on the web that they are looking for players for those teams.

No other new business.
 

Adjournment

The meeting was adjourned at 7:34 p.m.


Next meeting is Sunday, August 27th at 6:30 p.m.




